We propose a topological ring-cavity (TRC) laser where the topological cavity modes circulating along the interface between two honeycomb-type dielectric photonic crystals (PhCs) distinct in topology are exploited for lasing. We show theoretically that, owing to the intrinsic merits stemming from the nontrivial topology, a large slope efficiency and a robust single-mode lasing up to high gain values can be achieved in the present TRC laser as revealed by a benchmark comparison with the whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) laser. Due to topological protection, all these features of TRC laser remain stable upon taking into account disorder or crystal imperfections, which easily damage the performance of WGM laser. The lasing dynamics of the TRC modes started from an initial state concentrated at bulk constitutes a novel bulk-edge carryover intrinsic to the non-Hermitian topology. With the simple architecture based on honeycomb-type dielectric PhCs, the TRC laser can be fabricated in small sizes with the lattice constants of PhC down to nanoscale by using the matured semiconductor processing technologies, which pushes the operation frequency up to visible lights and opens the new possibility to develop topological light source compatible with other Si-based twodimensional photonic functions.
Introduction
Recent years have seen a surge of research interests on topological states of matter [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . On the edge of a topological insulator there are quantized transport channels characterized by topological invariants, which are immune to scattering and robust to disorder, thus being expected to be useful for innovative spintronics and quantum computation. Haldane and Raghu proposed a photonic analogue of quantum Hall effect of electrons in gyro-electric materials, where the polarization plane of electromagnetic wave rotates when it propagates due to the Faraday effect under external magnetic field 9, 10 . This theoretical proposal was realized in a gyro-magnetic system with a sizable photonic frequency bandgap whereby a one-way edge electromagnetic propagation was demonstrated experimentally 11, 12 . While losing the exact quantization due to the bosonic feature, unidirectional photonic propagation with topological protection can be realized at room temperature, which is crucial for applications, in contrast to the electronic counterparts known so far. These pioneering works have triggered much effort to explore photonic topological insulators with unidirectional electromagnetic propagation, including coupled-resonator optical waveguides (CROW) 13, 14 , helical waveguides with artificial gauge field 15 , metamaterial structures with bi-anisotropy 16 , and dielectric photonic crystals (PhCs) with symmetry 17, 18 , as well as a rich wealth of photonic systems with various topological features [19] [20] [21] . Releasing the usage of the Faraday effect in achieving topological photonic states, which is effective only under external magnetic field and with the frequency below infrared, these recent approaches in principle make integration of topological features into various photonic functions possible, and especially those based on dielectric materials can potentially push the operation frequency of topological photonic states to the optic band and visible lights.
While most previous works were devoted to investigation on passive topological properties, topological insulator lasers have been proposed very recently based on the chiral edge states with broken time-reversal (TR) symmetry 22 and the helical edge states based on the CROW structure with TR symmetry 23, 24 , which demonstrated successfully lasing topological edge modes robust to deformations, improvement in slope efficiency and single-mode feature over the trivial counterparts. However, a direct comparison between a laser based on topological edge states and a whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) laser remains absent, which is important for clarifying whether the intrinsic topological features can improve the lasing performance apart from the robustness against possible deformations and disorder. In this Letter, we report an analysis on a topological ring-cavity (TRC) laser which is formed by two honeycomb-type dielectric PhCs distinct in topology, where the topological cavity modes at the interface lase upon introducing a gain profile. We demonstrate that the TRC modes with frequency located close to the center of bulk frequency bandgap benefit maximally from the gain profile since they are most uniform and concentrated along the ring cavity, and that, inherited from the Dirac-like dispersion of topological interface states, they are separated in frequency from other in-gap topological edge states, which favors the single-mode lasing up to high gain values, in a sharp contrast to WGM lasers which suffer mode instabilities since all cavity modes benefit equally from gains. Moreover, making the real-space gain profile adaptive to the wavefunction of the lasing TRC modes, we show that it is possible to improve the slope efficiency over the WGM laser. Due to the topological protection, all these features remain valid even possible imperfections and disorder are taken into account, which easily damages the performance of WGM laser. It is found that the TRC modes can be driven to lase even from an initial state concentrated at the bulk, a bulk-edge carryover phenomenon unique in non-Hermitian topological systems. The present TRC laser can be fabricated in small sizes with the lattice constants of PhC down to nanoscale by using the matured semiconductor processing technologies, which pushes the operation frequency up to visible lights and opens the new possibility to develop topological light source compatible with other semiconductor-based nanophotonic devices.
Topological ring-cavity (TRC) modes
The TRC laser is formed by a topological PhC of hexagonal shape surrounded by a trivial PhC as schematically shown in Fig. 1 , both made of triangular lattices of regular hexagons formed by six semiconductor cylinders. As revealed previously 17 , when the separation between two neighbor cylinders inside a hexagon and the lattice constant satisfy the relation ⁄ 3 ( ⁄ 3 ), the PhC is topologically nontrivial (trivial), and along the interface between them there appears a pair of topological edge states which counter propagate according to the pseudospin given by the direction the orbital angular momentum (OAM), a photonic analogue to the quantum spin Hall effect (QSHE) in electron systems with spin-orbit coupling. We display in Fig. 2 the real and imaginary parts of the out-of-plane electric field of the transvers magnetic (TM) mode for the two TRC modes obtained by COMSOL with frequencies 237.3THz and 239.8THz , which reside just below and above the center of bulk frequency bandgap. The two linear combinations with between the real and imaginary parts give the pseudospin-up and pseudospin-down states, which circulate counterclockwise and clockwise in the TRC respectively. One can read from the field distribution that the states in Fig. 2a and b ( Fig. 2e and f) carry a global OAM of 1 2 with respect to the center of the system. In order to better describe the in-gap TRC modes, we perform a perturbation analysis 25 . It is revealed analytically that the TRC modes exhibit the frequency dispersion (1) associated with two sets of wavefunctions
is the center frequency of the bulk bandgap, being inversely proportional to the size of the ring cavity , ⋯ , 3 2 ⁄ , 1 2 ⁄ , 1 2 ⁄ , 3 2 ⁄ , ⋯, the azimuthal angle is measured around the center of the system, and orbitals are defined in the hexagonal unit cells with referring to the direction of the local OAM carried by these orbitals, and gives the radial distribution centered at the interface. The states displayed in Fig. 2a and b (Fig. 2e and f) are thus labeled as
Because both nonlinearity and non-Hermitian features are involved in the lasing dynamics, we adopt the following dynamical equation based on the tight-binding (TB) model
where is the wavefunction on site with a saturation value , is the hopping integral between sites and , and is the gain arranged along the interface (see Fig. 1b and c) and uniform loss respectively, and Δ is introduced to capture possible effects of disorder and/or imperfections of PhC. In the present design, the photonic topology is induced by tuning separations between the dielectric cylinders, which renders all hopping integrals real with their values inversely proportional to separations between cylinders. For the sake of simplicity, in the present work we only keep hopping terms between nearestneighbor (n. n.) cylinders in the honeycomb-type structures.
We first calculate the equilibrium energy dispersion by keeping only the first term in the right-hand side (r.h.s.) of equation (3). As a reference, the dispersion relation for a ribbon geometry infinite in one direction with a supercell (see Fig. 3a ) is shown in Fig. 3b , where a pair of topological interface dispersions appear inside the bulk energy bandgap. The eigen energies of the TRC modes finite in both directions obtained by numerical calculations on equation (3) are superimposed on the energy dispersion of the ribbon geometry, with the eigen wavefunctions for the eigen energies ℏω 0.017 and ℏω 0.017 displayed in Fig.   2 (c, d) and Fig. 2(g, h) , respectively. From the agreement among the results obtained by COMSOL, the perturbation theory and the TB model, one can conclude that the simple TB model (3) provides a good description for the TRC modes in the system displayed in Fig. 1 .
Lasing phenomenon
Now we proceed to investigate the lasing behavior of TRC laser taking into account the second term on the r.h.s. of equation (3), with the gain profile arranged at the interface shown in Fig. 1b . We first check the energy spectrum presuming that the system starts from an initial state with small amplitudes such that the nonlinear terms in the denominator of equation (3) can be neglected. With the gain increasing, the real parts of eigen values do not change, which makes the energy band structure and the topological description of TRC modes remain valid even though the non-Hermitian terms are introduced. As shown in Fig. 4 , the imaginary part of eigen energy exhibits a dome-shaped dependence on the real part and the four states | 1 2 ⁄ , ⟩ locate at the top as denoted by the red dots. As seen in Fig. 4b , these four states take the largest amplitude at the interfacial layer where gains are introduced (see Fig. 1b) , and their amplitudes are most uniform along the ring-cavity direction among all TRC modes. These features make them benefit most efficiently from the gains. When the gain value increases to the threshold 2.5 , the imaginary part of these four states reaches zero before others and one of the four states starts to lase. In order to selectively stimulate one of these four states for lasing, we need to prepare the initial state. As the first example of possible initial states, we set finite wavefunctions with a small amplitude at the six sites at the corners of the hexagonal ring cavity and a 3 ⁄ phase increment counterclockwise, whereby wavefunctions on all other sites in the system are zero. As can be seen from the spectrum given in Fig. 5d , this initial state can be decomposed mainly into the in-gap ring-cavity modes | 1 2 ⁄ , ⟩ and |11 2 ⁄ , ⟩ with up pseudospin and | 5 2 ⁄ , ⟩ and |7 2 ⁄ , ⟩ with down pseudospin. The time evolution of the system governed by equation (3) is obtained by numerical integration based on the split-step method [26] [27] [28] . As displayed in Fig. 5c for 8 , the amplitudes of the wavefunctions close to the interface increase sharply due to the energy gains, and large energy exchanges take place among the interface sites at the intermediate stage of time evolution. Finally, the system saturates exclusively into the state | 1 2 ⁄ , ⟩ as displayed in Fig. 5a and b, where the amplitude of wavefunction is shown in color and the local Poynting vectors are also presented. The total electromagnetic energy flow along the ring cavity given by the averaged Poynting vector over the unit cells nearby the interface is counterclockwise indicated by the large arrow as the guide for eyes. Next, we assign another initial state same as the previous one except for that the phase increment between the six corner sites is tuned to 3 ⁄ . The initial state can be decomposed into | 5 2 ⁄ , ⟩ and |7 2 ⁄ , ⟩ with up pseudospin and | 1 2 ⁄ , ⟩ and |11 2 ⁄ , ⟩ with down pseudospin. After time evolution the system saturates to the state | 1 2 ⁄ , ⟩ with the same frequency of | 1 2 ⁄ , ⟩ but carrying the opposite energy flow along the ring cavity. Similarly, we find that when the phase increment in the initial state is assigned as 4 3 ⁄ and 4 3 ⁄ at the six corner sites, the system saturates into the states |1 2 ⁄ , ⟩ and |1 2 ⁄ , ⟩, respectively. These observations show clearly that a single-mode lasing can be realized in the present TRC laser with the energy (frequency) and the direction of energy flow adjustable by the initial state.
We have also tried another set of initial states where finite amplitudes and phase increments are assigned on the single unit cell locating at the center of the system as shown in Fig. 5f , for which the spectrum weights of TRC modes are vanishingly small. As displayed in Fig. 5e , the amplitude of wavefunction in the bulk decreases sharply to zero at the beginning of the time evolution, and the system is still driven into the same final states as described above, indicating that the four states residing closest to the center of bulk bandgap possess great merits in lasing dynamics. This observation exhibits a completely new bulk-edge carryover property which is supported by the nontrivial topology with non-Hermicity.
Varying the gain value, we can map out the full lasing curve as shown by blue circles in Fig. 6 , where the intensity is measured by the square of absolute value of the TRC modes divided by the number of sites with gains 54 in Fig. 1b . It is worth noticing that the single-mode lasing is stable up to 370 (not shown in the figure), a marvelous feature achieved in the present system due to topological protection as revealed above. As yet another interesting aspect of the TRC laser, the wavefunctions of lasing modes are accommodated over unit cells of six sites. This leaves rooms for tuning the gain profile to enhance lasing slope efficiency. As a trial we introduce gains over another layer as shown in Fig. 1c , where the wavefunction amplitude of TRC is secondly maximal. The lasing curve for the optimized TRC laser is displayed in Fig. 6 by red circles, which shows a slope efficiency larger than the one of WGM laser [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] over a wider singlemode lasing regime (but narrower than the case of gains on a single layer). This is one of the most important results of the present work.
Discussions
Because the TRC modes are supported by hexagonal unit cells with six sites, only imperfections and/or disorder with correlations over a whole unit cell can destroy the expected lasing feature, which can be suppressed in PhC fabricated by advanced semiconductor processing technologies. In contrary, in a WGM laser the wavefunction is supported by individual sites, which can be easily damaged even in PhC with the best quality.
The TRC laser can also be realized in PhCs made of dielectric slabs with regular hole arrays 35, 36 , where, instead of TM modes, transvers electric (TE) modes lase with the ring-cavity modes similar to the ones investigated above.
With the simple architecture used in the present scheme, we can fabricate the TRC laser in small sizes. With the state-of-the-art semiconductor processing technology, one can scale down the lattice constant of the PhC to 300 with diameters of cylinders of 20nm 37 , yielding the total TRC laser of 25 , which is comparable to the size of one unit cell of the topological insulator laser based on CROW 33 . This makes the topological lasing available in visible lights. The present PhC platform can be activated by not only light pumping but also electric current injection, which is convenient for practical applications.
In summary, we propose a topological ring-cavity laser consisted of two photonic crystals distinct in topology obtained by tuning the separations between dielectric cylinders in the honeycomb lattice, whereby the topological interfacial states constitute the ring-cavity modes and lase. This topological ring-cavity laser exhibits a stable single-mode lasing over a wide range of gain value benefitting from the topological features of the system. The slope efficiency can be enhanced to a value larger than that of whispering-gallery-mode laser by a factor of two. By preparing initial states appropriately, one can obtain the lasing state carrying finite values of orbital angular momentum, which can be exploited for a new knob to control light propagation and information encoding. The lasing dynamics of the topological ring-cavity modes exhibits a bulk-edge carryover process, a brand-new BEC, associated with non-Hermitian topology. The topological ring-cavity laser is commensurate with other Si-based two-dimensional photonic functions, which as a whole can be explored for innovative optic devices. Figure 3 | Band structure of a ribbon system including both topological and trivial PhCs. a Supercell of the ribbon system infinite along the y-direction, while periodic in the x-direction including two triangle lattices of hexagonal unit cells. In the left (right) part, the separation between two n. n. sites in a hexagonal unit cell satisfies ⁄ 3 ( ⁄ 3 ), with the common lattice constant, corresponding to the topological (trivial) PhC. b Energy band structure for the supercell in a with TRC modes in the system shown in Fig. 2 superimposed. The black lines are for bulk states, whereas inside the bulk energy bandgap there is a pair of interface states which carry up and down pseudospin respectively. wavefunctions at six corner sites, where the amplitudes for wavefunctions at the three sites are indicated in a, and the black solid curve represents the average value of amplitudes on sites on the interface. e, f same as c and d except for the initial state with finite wavefunctions at the six sites of a single unit cell at the center of the system.
